Corsica®
Veneer
Casegoods

Corsica Veneer Casegoods — Refined Sensibility
Priced-right elegance and sophistication.
At home in both traditional and contemporary settings, Corsica® offers
a level of quality and refinement typically reserved for higher end wood
furniture. Available with a wide variety of storage options and conference
solutions, the series provides the perfect solution for a business or home
office. It can be configured for private offices and team workspaces
to provide visual continuity throughout any organization, or make a
comfortable style statement for the small office entrepreneur.

Corsica®
Veneer
Casegoods
Corsica
Elite style that’s
eminently affordable.
1. Impressive upscale appearance.
Table surfaces are 2” thick and feature
beveled black edges. The segmented
desk surfaces create an elegant, unique
appearance with either bow or straightfront surfaces.

2. Choose from two rich colors.

BOW FRONT DESK

Enhance office environments with
furniture in either Sierra Cherry on Cherry
Veneer, or Mahogany on Walnut Veneer.

3. Elegant lines and excellent
durability.

Corsica® features AA-grade select North
American hardwood veneers throughout
and protected with two final topcoats of
durable UV cured finish.

4. Conference tables in a wide array
of sizes.

ROUND CONFERENCE TABLE

Corsica conference tables are available
from 6’ to 30’ in length, or a 42” round
table. All tables larger than 96” long have
multi-piece top surfaces connected via
steel fasteners and plates. Pedestal bases
route cords and conceal floor outlets.

5. Complements and coordinates.

powerful

A variety of power outlet/data jack
combinations can be field-installed into all
desks and conference tabletops.

simple

Mayline® makes it easy to order complete
suites by offering several typical furnishing
arrangements to choose from.

rapid

All models in all finishes are available on
both the Quick-Ship and Fast Freight delivery
programs with no quantity limitations.

coordinating

Add the finishing touch to your space with
complementary Corsica coffee tables and
end tables. Corsica’s storage accessories also
complement Napoli® casegoods, conference,
and reception furniture.

complete

Mayline offers a host of seating solutions
to suit a wide variety of needs and styles.
From our Ultimo™ Leather Series chairs for
executive offices and boardrooms, to Gist™
multipurpose chairs; Valoré® high-back
chairs, to Mercado™ Wood Series Guest/Side
chairs. And many more.

Office furniture coordinates seamlessly
with conference furniture.

OCCASIONAL TABLES
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